


     Thank you for looking at this proposal for EweGrow.com and The Shepherds of 
Freedom Alliance.  My name is Peyton, and I have worked to synthesize a plan that 
covers the breadth of societal repair minimally needed for We, The People to enact the 
responsibilities of real freedom. This pamphlet was made to describe a remodel of 
current monetary, justice, educational, and political systems, within the confines of a 
business plan. I use the following acronyms respectively, Monetary/FUN, Justice/FoJ, 
Educational/ALL, Political/PEG, and for the Alliance itself/ SoFA.

     IN these pages I describe the fundamentals of each remodel. As well, the 
fundamentals of approaching freedom through an enterprise doorway, and how to 
create mutual prosperity while doing it. Can this Alliance spread beyond the US 
borders? I hope so.

      Of course, there are many of us working on many ideas and projects.  I believe in 
this EweGrow plan specifically because of its PEG offering.  PEG is, I believe, the most 
straightforward manner of collective expression of will. PEG offers our allied efforts a 
manner of implementing directives together, across many disciplines and efforts. PEG 
makes the plan you have here, very powerful, and quite different.  Using PEG, all people 
in the Alliance with proposals (and even upgrades to this EweGrow plan) can offer them 
to the Alliance for enactment. FUN is for living as equally free people, with all our variety 
of skills, motivators, and passions.

      I am keenly aware, as most of us are, that time is quick, and we live in a time where 
lallygagging and dawdle works against our future.  With the speed that the deep state 
has at its disposal, I believe that the plausible benefits of this plan for the good of all will 
only occur through our known Freedom Leaders, Truth Speakers.  It cannot traverse the 
bridge to Freedom without our public leaders.  For that reason, I promote it to you, and 
pray for your interest.  I am looking for 6 partners who are established Freedom 
Leaders, to join with Olu, an IT expert and successful family and businessman in the US 
from Nigeria, and myself, the creator of this synthesis.  Each partner brings 10 k to the 
table.  Each promotes the plan to the public. EweGrow will be an equally partitioned 8 
member-managed LLC. It will be a chance for 6 of you to work together to promote the 
next step for Freedom. 

      While PEG, FUNs, ALL, FoJ are radically different, what I so love about them, is how 
they are doable, they are readily doable!  What I love about this plan is how the 
Shepherds of Freedom hails a vision of protectiveness, and leadership. And the Alliance 
of Shepherds gives us an icon of collective strength, fortitude, inner quietude, self 
knowledge and openness to the great Spirit. 


     This is my protected intellectual property, I offer it to you with a request. 
Ponder it, Pray on it, see what Grace tells you.     
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   The door to freedom hangs from an economic threshold, and if we make 
that doorway mighty and strong, we can stand in it during all the quaking 
that's ahead, and pass through it to a land we have remade. EweGrow is 
designed by a visionary entrepreneurial political activist observing how 
political revolutions are by nature violent and return We, the People back to 
the point we attempted to leave, therefore politics is not the path for We, 
The People to make monumental change.  Economic empowerment is the 
stuff of real change and real power.   

   EweGrow.com is not just a company that wants your business. Those are 
everywhere.  EweGrow.com is the proposed portal for activities that add up 
to a free society's needs. In this booklet you will find a page is dedicated to 
describing each acronym, FUN, ALL, FoJ, SoFA, and PEG. EweGrow 
provides an online entry point for the remodel of principle arenas of society. 

EweGrow brings all the elements together that free willed people will need 
to accomplish the breadth of necessary change in the least disruptive, 
most natural, normal, and importantly, lawful and lasting way, while leaving 
room for growing into a better and better process.   

Obviously, We, the People need leaders 
with strength of will, and fortitude of 
character at the helm of what I call The  
Great Healing.  Here is a ship big enough 
to hold us all.  

Give these pages a chance to show you 
something special and great, achievable 
shoulder to shoulder.  

I've written a little story about the  
black sheep of EweGrow to help the plan 
along. 

Sheep be with you. 
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This story is told by a black sheep  who identifies as the name Peyton.


When Peyton was but a tiny lamb in Mary's arms, Mary had plans for Peyton's 
education. She brought Peyton to school with her as soon as possible. In class, 
word of hardship and war reached the little furry ears. Peyton learned about 
wolves, who for Mary's kind, were the powers that be, the elite. Peyton being just 
a little lamb, called them Bleaters. When Peyton got older, they became the 
Powers that Bleat.


    As a result of the education, Peyton saw the elite betray humanity, from verrrry 
far off, from waaayy baaaack. It bothered Peyton more than Mary, it seemed, that 
the Powers that Bleat, acted like wolves, running the herd, this way and that, 
frightening them and stealing their pasture acre by acre. "We want Taxes!" they 
said, "to care for the chickens".  "Taxes!" they said to fence the pastures, and 
keep up with the water buckets. "Taxes! for the veterinarian!" They even messed 
with their heads. "Taxes!" They said, "To kill all the wolves!, the wolves are 
everywhere, lurking in the herd!" So they sheared the sheep in winter, pretending 
to suspect them as wolves. The sheep shivered, and tried to keep up their 
payments.  


    And the Powers that Bleat made war happen, and took more taxes and more 
and more lives and more of the herd got killed. Even though the herd knew the 
Bleaters were killing others just like them, they were still too afraid to stop them 
though.


    Peyton surmised correctly, that the ones with power were not after peace at all!  
Indeed! They prodded all herd into debt, making them see red, charging interest 
for every dollar the herd used. The bleaters pressured the herd to try to keep up 
with the Jones, who were always more stylish than they, no matter what.  


  Peyton was soon fully grown, and parted from Mary, to learn to outsmart the 
Bleaters.                                                                                                      cont.
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Along came 2010, and Peyton campaigned before the herd "Forget about 
the Joneses! With Public banks," Peyton baaaad, "the herd will keep up with R. 
Joy and Mister E.". . Peyton bleated "Let's do money for the good of the herd!" 
Most of the herd didn't see the wolves for the thieves, sneaking about in 
governments, news and movies, and Peyton only got a dry throat (likely from such 
a dry subject) and although the public money message was liked by the herd, it 
was not accepted by the pack of bleating wolves serving as politicians.


   A very adaptive black sheep, Peyton next barked like a Sheepdog, all over her 
state, adding a new message for a republican't campaign: "Hemp for everything, 
from homes to plastic, from car bodies to medicine, to clothes and paper". After 
that, the herds got hemp, which was very good. They also got  Mary J.   


     Peyton wanted them all to have fair money too, for their higher selves. 

  

    So, Peyton went into business and built a prototype hemp home with her 
friends, to show a natural home that would not blow down, would not burn and 
would not rot. Peyton and friends made one that could be moved, and could 
expand and grow and grow. "This home will keep you warm all in, and leave the 
toxins all without"  Peyton quietly also surmised the wolves who lend money also 
fund pharmacy funny business, who themselves like sickness very much.    


    Then 2020 came with covid and their ready plan. The Powers that Bleat locked 
up the herd, decided who could be heard, covered their faces and shot them up, 
just to work!  Peyton made like a Shepherd and shook the crook at the pack of 
politicians who now looked less like wolves and more like Monsters. The 
Monsters all continued their woeful work, destroying every good thing about 
humanity they could, pretending it was for the protective good of the herd. But it 
most certainly was not. It didn't even work.  This is when Peyton began to see, 
Freedom starts with the economy.                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                          cont.
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Peyton was done with politics, it was too bleating riddled with Monsters out to make 
hatred happen between people. They never did what was best for all, although they 
always said they would, the good never showed up in the way it should. 

    Over time, the sable sheep developed a remedy, a remedy to fix the fixed nature of 
politics.  A remedy that couldn't have come in 1776.  Proposal Enactment Governance.  
The more Peyton thought through PEG, the more it became clear how it can help We, The 
People become more united, get representation that enacts the will of the people without 
any political parties needed or wanted whatsoever! "It's such a relief, just to consider!" 
Peyton exclaimed outloud, "No more politics as a color by number exercise." Indeed the 
black sheep decided PEG was wooly hat worthy. "People have very little free time, and 
why would they want to learn how to use PEG?" The sheep thought. "They would have to 
be motivated, there had to be something in it for them."  For people to use it, there has to 
be something in for them. It has to happen in a way not about politics.  Rather PEG had to 
be used for mutual empowerment. It had to be FUN.

    One afternoon while grazing under a tree in the beautiful sunshine, Peyton pondered 
that PEG needed to happen in a special group of people, a group that was ready to take a 
step. Not a big step necessarily, a little step, a shopping step. "Yup, that works"

 "What would I call such a group?" Peyton pondered over a yummy mouthful of sorrel, 
burdock and clover. The dark mutton looked over to the Shepherd standing watch nearby, 
playing a little fiddle tune that mixed with the summer breeze so nicely. His staff leaned on 
the rock.  Peyton recalled being rescued out of a ditch with that staff as a lamb, and once, 
the Shepherd used it to beat up a snake.   A group of Shepherds maybe? "A group of 
Shepherds!"  Peyton announced out loud, so loud it woke the resident owl, sleeping in the 
tree overhead, "Whoooo?""A group of Shepherds, that's who." The sheep winced at 
waking the Owl. A full minute later the Owl announced"An Alliance would be better than a 
group. The Shepherds are of Freedom, are they not?" Peyton could swear Owl could read 
minds.  "Yoooou know I dooo!" The Owl said and closed her eyes again. Peyton cried out, 
I need to ask you something!" "Yes, You absolutely dooooo!" Owl hooted, "Yooou must 
learn about the right to privately contract, observed by law in membership associations. 
And don't call it a group. Call it an Alliance, an Alliance." " Oh,Thank Ewe!" Peyton 
exclaimed, thrilled. Owl continued,  "I know who is king of privacy law, a real Ace of Coins. 
Go find him, he will guide you." Owl pointed her wing south. And go see OLoooooo. She 
pointed her other due west. "Whoooo, Olu can help you toooo, he is a whiz at biz 
and IT tooooooo." " Wowie Zowie!" Peyton bleated, "I have a lot to do!" Yes, you 
dooo" "Ok, I'll get right tooooooo it" the sheep said, imitating Owl, who in turn 
insisted, "Now, I need to snooooooze."

    Peyton trotted off over the hill to meet Olu, and to find this Ace of a king.      cont.
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    Being a very intuitive black sheep, well read, well researched, Peyton set about 
to design a castle fortress for the economy. After all, Peyton's black sheep 
incarnate package came with a 3 God gifts: inner vision, creation, and 
manifestation. Peyton's would not be just any castle fortress, it had to be a 
fortress for the economy to works for the good of all. An economic castle fortress 
for all of Nature and all of life and importantly all of the red blooded good hearted 
people (not the black hearted monsters). Peyton began to see a business fortress 
all big in the curves, rather like this: 

                                      
    
   Deep in the black wooly's brainiac studio space, Peyton began to design the 
foundation of this castle fortress business. The fortress had to accomplish a 
number of very important things: 

• It had to bring economic power to We the People, the Salt of the Earth. 
• It had to help them make proposals, decisions and act upon them together 

without taking up too much time, or favoring the most alpha amongst them. 
• It had to financially help the People to embark on and begin a Great Healing. 
• It had to prove its methods, and it had to grow and grow. 
• It had to happen before very long, before the Monsters destroyed much more. 
• It had to be something completely new, and be easy to do, and natural too. 
• A business fortress like this needed to form an Alliance with likeminded people.  

Being a black sheep who knows wisdom when an Owl speaks it, Peyton named 
the Alliance, the Shepherds of Freedom, and the business, EweGrow.  
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     Peyton knew the castle fortress had to built By the People, for the People and with We, 
The People, and it needed a way to keep the Peace of the People.  The system available 
wasn't working for real justice. Peyton knew it was because it was made to serve Monsters 
and their money system. Monsters loved it, they rested soundly in its deep dark legal 
places, bedding down in gnarled'n snarled contracts woven with long fibrous run on 
sentences of contradictory terms all to keep them steeped, stuck and totally in power. 

    It had monstrous results for the Good of All. Peyton got sooted up plenty trying to get 
some justice in the Monsters' court system. "Soot happens," the dark sheep posited, "even 
when you win." Peyton became even blacker than before. Peyton knew there had to be a 
better way and often day dreamed out in the pasture of just how that could be.  

   Sheep have slow-cooker thoughts, and on the side, even while EweGrow, SoFA, and FUN 
were just about ready to serve, the sheep noir build a Fountain of Justice, fed by the spring 
of answers from a singular lawful equation. "What is the lasting remedy for the good of All 
and the Good of Each, given this unique situation?


                                                                                  

"Took a lot o' life path to distill that one" the black sheep pondered, watching clouds roll 
past a nearly full moon. It wasn't long before another problem came to the "And, what 
about health? Is that a sub-function of proper wealth?


    Nibbling on a white birch tree, with chaga growing on it, Peyton understood Nature 
would take care of the health of all the people. Nature is the true wealth of people, if only 
the People had a way to take care of nature. - In a loving and patient way. -In a happy and 
vacation way. The animal kingdom, Peyton knew, would show the people how to love and 
be patient, but a happy and vacation way? A debt and tax free money system could only do 
that.  ON top of that, Peyton knew the monsters were plotting to make a new CBDC money 
system that's programmable!  Part of their build back better plan. "That's no FUN." Peyton 
emphatically snorted.  "Then they will be able to program your money. They say you can or 
can't spend it.  Everything digital, and programable and traceable. No FUN whatsoever."  


                                                            

      Soon a light bulb lit up in the ovine's mental oven and kept running and running - on 
Freedom's energy.  "FUN is what it is all about, after all." The economic fortress Peyton has 
in mind, has to be FUN for trading. What does FUN stand for?                         cont. on page 12
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FUN is 
Freedom's Universal Note

    Like the Founding Fathers' colonial scrip, 
FUNs is a currency in the business domain of 
We, The People. 

    EweGrow's job is to get the people 
familiar with them, and to introduce them 
from scratch, as well as to initiate the People 
into a PEG process to be able to directly 
manage and issue them. 


Here are some givens about Freedom's 
Universal Notes


• They are always direct issued without 
debt.


• They are never the object of taxation.

• They are issued for purposes: protective or 

peaceful, for family and community. 

• They are the object of PEG, proposal 

enactment governance, and the supply of 
FUNs may be increased or decreased 
according to collective desire.


• They can be privately exchanged for other 
currencies, however, EweGrow will offer 
them in exchange for membership costs, 
and facilitate their redemption on 
EweGrow.com, but not exchange them for 
other currencies or back to dollars.


• They shall be used absent surveillance, 
(that being a violation of 4th amendment). 


• They will be digital/crypto and asap, in 
cash form.


• They are used for private trade in a private 
contractual space, in a private Alliance of 
members.


• If their use is abused, that will be a matter 
of accusation and subsequent FOJ 
process. 


     What happens if FUNs are used and 
their use grows and grows until a 
majority use FUNs for money? Let's 
follow the story, where will FUNs lead 
us? Remember, at first, FUNs are 
initiated through 75% of everyone's 
investment in EweGrow. However, 
because EweGrow also initiates PEG 
and the Alliance of Shepherds of 
Freedom, their use comes into the 
domain of decisions made by the 
entirety of all the Alliance. At some 
point in time, the Alliance will step into 
full control of the FUN supply as 
needed, by direct issue. 

    The need to dramatically increase 
wholesome, healthy and nontoxic food 
supply, will cause the Alliance to vote to 
fund organic farming businesses.                            
With the electricity on/off switch in a 
distant AI hands (much like 
programmable CBDC), the Alliance can 
focus their proposals for businesses 
that manufacture alternative clean 
types of energy devices. 

     More actual healers, rather than 
drug pushers, unfettered by Big 
Pharma or Governmental censure can 
be trained and supported by Alliance 
PEG vote. 

    Other private membership 
associations can work together with the 
Alliance in overlapping ways. 

     Businesses and services chosen to 
receive funding, shape how the 
economy of The Great Healing will 
grow.
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Topics

This will create 
comfort and   

familiarity with 
it, and interest 

in it.

To reach enactment 
phase, a vetting 
procedure of 
candidates suited 
to fulfill enactment 
of each proposal 
happens. The best 
suited are voted in 
and given a time 
frame and a 
budget. PEG can be 
cycled for shorter 
or longer periods.  

PEG can be 
scaled from 
local to 
international 
use. It will be 
used to 
interconnect 
the Alliance.

PEG updates a  
republic form of 
governance to the 
21st century.  

This method is 
proposed to rebuild 
our country under 
the watchful 
direction of  
We, the People. 

Here is 
an idea 
of how 
the 
proposal 
process 
would 
look 
online. 
Vetting 
leaders 
looks 
different. 

 The Alliance  
will be introduced to  

PEG by using it to decide 
where their pooled 

membership investment is 
made. They will choose the 

recipients 
using PEG.
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     Peyton went over the design again and again. And again and again, 
looking for flaws, fixing the details. 

    "The enterprise castle fortress has to be one people would like to occupy, a 
place where they want to trade, meet and participate, an inviting and 
wholesome space, nothing sordid or contrary. Baaaack to Baaaasics for the good 
of every family, friend and neighbor.  Beautiful inside and out, Fountains of 
Justice, ALL in the gardens. It also has to allow for activity OUTSIDE the fortress, 
and expansion of the fortress grounds"

     With the FUN part done, PEG holding in place, ALL there, and FoJ too,  
Peyton had to find helpers to build this the enterprise castle fortress. The task 
began to occupy the GPS of the ruminants' heart. Who to invite to the SoFA first? 
This dark and wooly one, knew just where to start. "The ones speaking truth so 
well, lighting the way, these are the makers of a better way, the makers of peace, 
builders of knowledge. I'll seek out the true leaders, the ones people 
acknowledge." 


                                                               

      Peyton made up this run of pamphlets with many the important points, 
carefully laid out like pollen for the mighty buzzing bees, who here are the mighty 
Truth Speakers, awesome Freedom Leaders, all working to remedy and prevent 
even worse monstrous outcomes.  

      And, so here we leave the story. Next, our black sheep must find Freedom 
Leaders who wish to work together and break ground for the enterprise castle 
fortress. The site must be prepped, the FUN plumbing installed, the PEG wall 
erected, and ALL pounded in, the promo team selected. Fountains ready in the 
Garden. Peyton's life training gives her faith, with God's guiding hand, all 
that's needed is absolutely bound to be found. By the grace of God this plan 
has found your inner space.                                                              12



13If you like, photo your questions and 
comments and text message to 

802 579 5524 or use password 
protected, private encrypted email: 
ewegrow@tatunata.com,  and for


mail: PO Box 821, Putney VT 05346




EweGrow is trademark pending, and the substance and material of the pamphlet is 
protected by copyright, and IPR. This proposal is shared with you privately as individuals 
of highest character, and honor.

  The following pages hold an outline of 
projected business values, income 
streams and more.  With 8 partners 
EweGrow's prosperity will be equally 
shared. Clearly the success of 

EweGrow ™ is dependent on the number 
of participants in the Alliance, and the 
capacity of the member-managers to 
bring those numbers on board is the core 
of its success. 


   While it may seem counterintuitive, the 
plan to provide 75% of EweGrow 
investment to a pool for distribution to 
other businesses, helps the word spread 
faster and our SoF Alliance to grow. 


   I believe everyone who receives this 
proposal understands intuitively that we 
are set about to describe a broader 
wealth than simply numerical, and a 
wealth that no longer depends on 
controlling anyone else, or oppression or 
usury of anyone else's vital life purpose.


   Wealth as we redefine it will be 
collectively comprehended as the 
wellbeing of the all people and All of 
Nature sharing the planet. 


   EweGrow has excellent talent to show 
us how to protect our prosperity in our 
right to privately contract, and to keep the

majority of prosperity beyond the reach of 
the deep state.

   

EweGrow is a pass through C corp, LLC, 
and will be hiring independent contractors 
rather than building up a large staff pool.


    We will be after 5% of Amazons 
marketshare within 5 years. Given current 
market conditions, this is entirely 
possible. With their share at 37% valued 
at 960 billion, 5% translates to prosperity 
for the members, even when distilled and 
distributed. 


    I seek 6 Truth Speaking Freedom 
Leaders comfortable in the public eye, 
with the capacity to interest large 
numbers of people to come on board. 
These will fill 6 of 8 member managers of 
EweGrow.


    I hope these individuals will be excited 
to work with each other on the Alliance 
and EweGrow. I will be holding unfilled 
percentages of the member manager 
owners until they are filled. We will use 
PEG, and FoJ for our internal needs. 


  If you become a member manager, your 
site and shop will be prominently featured 
on EweGrow, increasing traffic to your 
work.


     As we know, the deep state, once it 
catches on will attempt to stop us.  We 
will create/partner with a legal team in a 
nonprofit to protect our right to private 
association and agreements, as well to 
fight the protective and restorative fight 
ongoing. As member managers, our job is 
to build the SoF Alliance and its comfort 
level with using PEG, FUN, FoJ, and ALL 
so that the Alliance of We, the People can 
grow in strength and carry on the function 
of self-governance beyond our time.
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  SoFA Membership 

     You become a member of the Shepherds 
of Freedom and the Alliance by investing in 
EweGrow, and so receiving FUNs of the 
same amount in return.  

    EweGrow sets 75% aside of the amount 
you invest into a pool of collected funds to 
finance small businesses according to your 
vote.  As a member, you'll be able to 
propose and vote for the businesses that 
receive this financing. The other 25% of 
your investment is dedicated to first 
building, then maintaining EweGrow, and its 
work on the web site. 

   When the EweGrow becomes prosperous 
and able, it will branch out to initiate 
support for local EweGrow employee owed 
trusts.  

   The businesses accepting funds offered  
by PEG proposal vote will be obliged to put 
a portion of their retail products or services 
for sale on the EweGrow site in an amount 
25% higher than the value of the funding 
they received. Offering these in exchange 
for investors' FUNs.    

   Therefore the whole sum of everyones' 
investment will be matched by the value of 
products/services offered for the FUNs, with 
an ever growing variety of choices. 
Additionally, everybody who wants to offer a 
product/service for FUNs is able to. In view 
of the elites' plans for a Central Bank digital 
currency, Freedom's Universal Note, as a 
matter entirely of private contracting, and not 
the business of the Federal Government, will 
draw the interest of freedom-needing people.  

Freedom's Universal Notes in action 
   
   Example: if an elected business 
receives 40k from EweGrow, it is spent 
to make products or services, and in 
return the elected business offers 50k 
worth of products/services at retail 
price available for FUNs of the 
investors.  
  
  Beyond retailing 125% of initial 
financing for products/service FUNs, 
businesses sell the rest as they see fit, 
with sales on EweGrow available using 
other means of exchange than FUNs.  

   Sales by the general public and by 
members of SoFA on EweGrow.com 
using means other than FUNs (US 
Dollars, Gold or silver bonds or other 
currencies, crypto) will be 
simultaneously going on with sales 
using FUNs as described, however, 
sales using FUNs will be only 
accessible to SoFA members.  Sales 
outside of FUN use will be subject to (a 
more competitive) fee than Amazon, 
eBay and Etsy. 

  SoFA is not open to anyone and 
everyone, it is preserved for those who 
are dedicated to the responsibilities of 
Freedom and The Great Healing of 
people, lands, water, air, food and the 
expansion of cleaner, freer energy.  
Membership will be defined by 
allegiance to the People as opposed to 
oppressing authorities.  Members will 
be invited to invest regularly in FUNs, to 
use them in trade and accept them 
whenever plausible.
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 EweGrow and SoFA Marketing 

    EweGrow  is meant to be promoted 
by Freedom Leaders and will feature 
Freedom Leaders on the website.    

   Thus, a Freedom Leader who already 
has a store/a show/a site, is 
additionally seen on EweGrow.com.  

Market presence on EweGrow is best  
for businesses and organizations that 
directly support rebuilding our 
economy for The Great Healing.  

   Additional contracts with social 
influencers are planned to promote 
sales at EweGrow.com.  

Use of FUNs are a matter of private 
contract with members of the 
Shepherds of Freedom within the 
Alliance.  This is why the SoF Alliance 
can propose an increase of them by 
direct issue, without debt or taxation, 
and anyone in the Alliance can also 
choose to accept them for anything. 

  Introducing and familiarizing We, the 
People with their capacity to privately 
contract together alters the control of 
the economic environment for the 
better.  EweGrow will promote 
knowledge and use of contracts,  
offering We, the People a greater stake 
in the broad improvement of overall 
health and cleanliness of our 
environment, our water, our food, our 
air, and the safety and security of our  
communities, and an increase of 
knowledge across the spectrum. 

Income Streams for EweGrow 
   

    Additional EweGrow streams of 
prosperity;

 >a competitive percent of (all but FUN) 
site sales-a lower percent than Amazon, 
eBay or Etsy.  

   EweGrow, an agent for gig hires:

A. >builders/home aid

B. >Farming support/gardeners

C. >Healers/doctors 

D. >ALL educators 

>EweGrow provides agency for 25% of 
the fee. Ex: A person pays $100 

for garden help, the gig hire receives $75, 
EweGrow $25.

>Retail from wholesale:.5% recoup of 
10% discount for promoting local 
businesses.  

    >EweGrow Logo Product sales. 

    > 25/75% membership investment  
split with EweGrow and PEG funded 
businesses is a permanent feature of 
EweGrow, continually expanding the 
breadth, strength and numbers of 
EweGrow sales partnerships.

   3, 5, 10 years from now, the 8 member-
managers EweGrow LLC will be well 
rewarded, while rewarding the best 
outcome for the Good of All.


    By design, the EweGrow company 
promotes The Great Healing of Earth 
through universal prosperity of a growing 
Alliance and direct empowerment for 
each of us to care for Nature and thereby 
be healed by Nature.
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ALL 
All Life Learning 

     An allied and universal support for each's learning path from the  
moment of conception to the moment of passage is here proposed. 
Wage enslavement and debt indenture removed, a creative and 
complete transformation awaits.  

   Clean water, true organic food, clean air, safe homes and neighborhoods, 
enough income, these requirements for health are universally shared.  

When we financially encourage all personal passions to fulfill these 
collective needs, in effect we are collateralizing peace and 

freedom itself.  Faith in the sum of our collective purposes grows as 
our needs are fulfilled by designing our economy and money 

method to directly accommodate and serve We, The People. 

   Freedom carries with it responsibility towards freedom of all 
others, and generates personal growth.  Our collective wisdom is deep 
and may be imparted, shared, absorbed and proven  in new ways 
beyond our previous educative and collegiate methods. EweGrow  will 
encourage new ways to do so.   

As we cope with the state of our future, realizing how we arrived 
to this collective experience of environmental and societal 
crisis, every element of our social contract is up for review. 
How to better be in right relationship with our country, 
ourselves, each other and Nature is clearly involved. 
    

 In conjunction with FoJ, PEG, FUNs, ALL will act like gears to propel 
the Alliance towards a healthy increase of individual and collective 
powerfulness, skill level, accountability, and effectiveness. Our 
disposable wasteful economic drivers shall become an economy 
of quality goods and services driven by a wholesome 
transpolitial sum of treasured experiences. 
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